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What is striking about these war games scheduled for the fall of '89 is that they will be conducted in the
face of and in a p pa r e n t d i sr e ga r d of P r e s i d e nt G o r bachev's well-known proposals to lessen tensions
and strategic confrontations in the Pacific and to lessen or remove the danger posed there by U.S. and
Soviet medium and short-range nuclear weapons. In the Asia-Pacific region, as well as in Europe, the
Bush administration seems to be pushing a hard, pro-nuclear line (to the right of Reagan, according to
veteran U.S. arms control adviser Paul Nitze).
This brings attention to the second misconception that might be fostered by the Niksch proposal: the
belief that the d o mi n a n t p o l i cy - ma k e r s in t h e Bu sh administration are at the moment in any way open
to concessions to Philippine nationalism. If this were to be believed, it could relax the struggle waged by many
Filipinos to rid their country of U.S. bases. Far from appearing ready to give up Clark, however, Washington plans to
invest $463 million from 1987 to 1993 to upgrade its facilities. The current reality seems to be that the Bush
administration (including the Pentagon and the C.I.A.) plans to hold on to both Clark and Subic in 1991
and supports the Philippine military and right-wing forces attempting to suppress the growth of
nationalist opposition to the bases.
It is in this light that developments in the Philippines such as the following must be seen: the current red
scare that hits at base opponents and is stimulated by the Philippine military and the religious right; the
military threats to illegalize popular organizations that oppose the bases; the move in the lower house of the
Philippines Congress to abolish the Philippine Senate where opposition to U.S. bases is most outspoken; the
kidnapping and torture by the military in April, 1988, of two young men putting up anti-bases posters in Manila
(one of whom died as a result), followed by the disappearance of 11 anti-bases activists from July to
November, 1988.
It is not suggestions from wily government Asian specialists like Mr. Niksch that will bring any concessions
from President Bush in the matter of U.S. bases in the Philippines. Rather, these will come only as a result
of wide and militant popular struggle. 
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